Purpose: Fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) is regarded by the Bethesda system as the gold-standard investigation for stratifying the risk of malignancy of a thyroid nodule. However, some limitations affect the adequacy of the obtained materials, resulting in 30% of the cytological results remaining in the indeterminate category. We aimed to investigate the diagnostic value of the BRAF mutation in cytologically indeterminate thyroid nodules after the reclassification of a variant thyroid carcinoma.
Introduction
Thyroid cancer is found in 5%-10% of the thyroid nodules, 1 with papillary thyroid carcinoma (PTC) being the most common type of thyroid malignancy. 2 Fine-needle aspiration biopsy (FNAB) is widely accepted as a tool for cancer risk stratification. In the Bethesda reporting system, ~30% of the cytologically indeterminate results are reported with diagnostic and therapeutic difficulties. 3 The indeterminate category designated as PTC includes atypia of undetermined significance (AUS) and suspicious submit your manuscript | www.dovepress.com
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Pongsapich et al for malignancy (SUS) . 3 According to the 2015 American Thyroid Association (ATA) guidelines, 4 molecular testing could be suggested as an option for diagnosis and management planning (rating C). Following a malignancy rate of 5%-15% in the AUS group, it is thus recommended to repeat the FNAB or perform molecular testing. In cases of inconclusive results from molecular testing, a surgical diagnostic lobectomy can be applied. By comparison, due to the higher rate of malignancy (60%-75%) in the SUS group, surgery is required for definite diagnosis and treatment. Nonetheless, molecular testing may be considered as a clinical adjunctive tool that, combined with ultrasound, aids in the making of decisions on the extent of the surgery. 5 In recent decades, there have been many studies on gene mutations such as BRAF, RAS, RET/PTC, and PAX8/ PPARγ. These mutations have been proposed as molecular markers for thyroid cancer, 6 with the BRAF V600E mutation being the most common genetic event in ~45% of the PTCs. 7 A mutation at V600E of the BRAF gene, involving substitution of glutamate (E) for valine (V) at codon 600, activates the serine/threonine kinase RAF type B and the whole signaling pathway of MAPK (MAPK kinase), resulting in the development of thyroid cancer. 8 From the study by Xing et al, 9 BRAF V600E was associated with a poorer prognosis and more aggressive tumor behaviors (extrathyroidal extension and lymph node metastasis). Furthermore, BRAF V600E is also related to a higher rate of recurrence and mortality. 7, 10 Nevertheless, there have been various methods for detecting the BRAF mutation from FNAB samples. Sanger sequencing and allele-specific PCR techniques are used to identify the mutation from freshly aspirated samples, 11 whereas immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining is used on the formalin-fixed cell block left in the needle. 12 The term "noninvasive follicular thyroid neoplasm with papillary-like nuclear features" (NIFTP) has recently been reclassified separately from differentiated thyroid cancer. 13 Formerly, NIFTP was classified as a type of encapsulated follicular variant of PTC. Due to its indolent nature, no further management is suggested after diagnostic hemithyroidectomy. NIFTP is neither definitely benign nor definitely malignant.
14 The risk of malignancy for each of the indeterminate categories of the Bethesda reporting system needs to be adjusted after the reclassification of NIFTP, and NIFTP will be calculated as both a malignant and a benign tumor in accordance with Bethesda (2017). 15 In this study, we aimed to determine the diagnostic value of the BRAF mutation in patients with Bethesda cytologically indeterminate thyroid nodules from FNAB after reclassification.
Objectives
The primary objective was to determine the diagnostic value of the BRAF mutation in patients with Bethesda cytologically indeterminate thyroid nodules from FNAB. The secondary objective was to compare the efficacy of a PCR-based technique and IHC for the detection of the BRAF mutation.
study population
The study was conducted from July 2014 to October 2016. Adult, Thai patients with preoperative thyroid FNAB reports of AUS, as shown in Figure 1 , or SUS, as shown in Figures 2  and 3 , according to the Bethesda cytological reporting system were included. 3 A thyroidectomy was done in all patients, based on the FNAB, ultrasound, and clinical presentations. 
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Pongsapich et al All patients gave written informed consent after receiving complete information on treatment options and making decision with their surgeons. Uncertain nodules ,1 cm in diameter were excluded. intervention FnaB FNAB was performed intraoperatively at the suspected thyroid nodule as the preoperative FNAB. The cytology samples were collected by using a 25-gauge needle and subsequently diluted with 0.9% normal saline to 3 mL before being sent for BRAF V600 mutation detection using the PCR-based technique. The leftover cells in the syringe were collected for cell block processing and sent for IHC.
analysis of BraF V600 mutation
The PCR-based method of Sanger-sequencing technique combined with allele-specific real-time PCR was used. We isolated the genomic DNA from the clinical specimens using the cobas DNA Sample Preparation Kit (Hoffman-La Roche Ltd., Basel, Switzerland). The 152-bp DNA fragment of BRAF exon 15 (NM_004333.5) was amplified by PCR. The oligos used for sequencing were BRAF51 5′-TGTAAAAC GACGGCCAGTCCTTTACTTACTACACCTCAG-3′ and BRAF31 5′-CAGGAAACAGCTATGACCTAGCCT CAATTCTTACCATCC-3′ with minor modification from the study by Yanus et al. 16 The underlined sequences were the M13 universal primer sequences. We performed bidirectional Sanger sequencing on an ABI 310-automated DNA sequencer (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA). Laboratory-developed allele-specific real-time PCR was used to confirm the BRAF V600 mutation in all cases. We used the reference standard DNA (Horizon Discovery, Cambridge, UK) containing 0% or 1% BRAF V600E mutant allele as negative and positive controls, respectively. This assay could detect the BRAF V600 mutation presenting in at least 1% within the background of wild-type DNA. 17 
ihc
The immunohistochemical method using anti-BRAF V600E antibody (catalog no. 790-4855; Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson, AZ, USA) 12 was used. Cytological specimens from FNAB were prepared into cell blocks for the BRAF mutation analysis. Positive cytoplasmic staining was demonstrated in a BRAF mutation, as shown in Figure 4 , while the absence of cytoplasmic staining led to the diagnosis of a negative BRAF mutation. 
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Pathological review
After each operation, the entire thyroid specimens were sent to the Department of Pathology, Faculty of Medicine, Siriraj Hospital. The pathological specimens were reviewed and compared with the FNAB results, which were blinded to each other. After reclassification of the variant thyroid carcinoma in 2016, the pathological specimens were reevaluated by using the criteria of "noninvasive follicular thyroid neoplasm with papillary-like nuclear features" 13 by a single, experienced cytopathologist.
statistical analyses
Demographic data were presented using descriptive statistics. The two-sample t-test and Mann-Whitney test were used to compare the quantitative variables of the two groups. Fisher's exact test was employed to compare the qualitative variables of both groups. The histopathology report was the gold standard for calculations. The diagnostic values (ie, sensitivity, specificity, positive predictive value [PPV], negative predictive value [NPV], and accuracy) and 95% CI were calculated. A P-value of ,0.05 was considered to be statistically significant. Statistical analyses were performed by using the PASW 18 and MEDCALC programs.
Results
Demographic data and patients' characteristics
Of the 84 patients with indeterminate thyroid nodules from FNAB who were recruited between July 2014 and October 2016, eight were excluded because of accidentally found microcarcinoma. The remaining 76 patients (15 males and 61 females) were included in the analysis. The mean age of those patients was 52.1±15.3 years (minimum: 22 years, maximum: 86 years). The baseline demographic data, patients' characteristics, and cytological and pathological results are shown in Table 1 .
Malignancy rate
Following the 2017 Bethesda reporting system, NIFTP had implications for the risk of malignancy. 15 The malignancy rate of the indeterminate group was 32.9% (NIFTP ≠ malignancy) and 35.5% (NIFTP = malignancy). The malignancy rate of the AUS was 16.7% (NIFTP ≠ malignancy) and 20% (NIFTP = malignancy). The malignancy rate of the SUS was 93.8% for both categories.
BraF mutation rate
Among the 76 samples of bidirectional sequencing, we could distinctly detect the BRAF mutation in eight samples, and allele-specific PCR was detected in five additional samples. Totally, there were 13 of the 76 cases (17.1%) with a BRAF mutation detected from FNAB. Of those 13 cases, 2 were in the AUS and 11 were in the SUS categories. The BRAF mutation results were later compared with the histopathology, which was the gold standard for the PTC diagnosis.
Diagnostic value of BraF mutation
In this study, we classified the neoplastic variant in the malignant group by using the PCR-based technique and IHC as described subsequently. The diagnostic values for each category of cytology using the PCR-based technique are shown in Table 2 . By using the IHC technique, only 20 specimens were qualified for testing; their diagnostic values are shown in Table 3 .
association of BraF mutation status with histopathology and clinical outcomes
Twenty-five patients of differentiated thyroid carcinoma (DTC), including 24 with PTC and one with follicular carcinoma, were analyzed for the association of the BRAF mutation with the histopathology and clinical outcomes. The mean follow-up time was 32.7±12 months (minimum: 14 months, maximum: 47 months). The results are shown in Table 4 .
niFTP After the review of the pathological specimens, two cases of NIFTP were diagnosed by using the consensus diagnostic 13 However, no BRAF mutations could be identified. These patients were treated as papillary microcarcinoma.
Discussion
Over the last decade, thyroid cancer has been rapidly increasing worldwide. Approximately 85% of the histologic type of thyroid cancer are PTCs. 18, 19 FNAB is regarded as the goldstandard investigation for stratifying the risk of malignancy of a thyroid nodule. 15 However, there are some limitations that affect the adequacy of obtained materials, such as the size and location of the nodules, the quantity and quality of the specimens, technical skills, and the overlapping cytological morphology. 20 As a result, 15%-30% of the cytological results remain in the indeterminate category. 4 Meanwhile, molecular testing has been developed to overcome the limitations of FNAB with the purpose of avoiding unnecessary surgery and surgical complications in patients with indeterminate FNAB results. 21 Cohen et al 22 reported an association of BRAF mutations with PTC in 2003. Thereafter, much clinical research on the BRAF mutation has been undertaken. The BRAF V600E mutation is the most common genetic event in thyroid cancer, with a high specificity for PTC. Abnormal activation of the MAPK pathway by the BRAF mutation results in carcinogenesis and the progression of cancer. 23 The prevalence of the BRAF mutation in PTC has varied from 30%-50% in western countries 24 to 80% in Korea. 25 In the Thai population, Khemkha et al reported a BRAF mutation prevalence of 56% in PTC. 26 The different prevalence rates may stem from geographic factors, ethnicity, and iodine intake. 27, 28 In a 2016 meta-analysis by Su et al 20 of the use of the BRAF mutation as a molecular marker for the preoperative diagnosis of thyroid malignancy in the cytologically indeterminate group, 88 studies were included. The BRAF mutation rate was 23% for the indeterminate group, with a high specificity of 99% but a relatively low sensitivity of 44%, in the overall BRAF V600E analysis. In a 2017 meta-analysis by Jinih et al, 29 32 studies involving 3,150 indeterminate nodules were included. The 100% specificity and 40% sensitivity found were comparable to the results of the previous analysis. The study by Jinih et al also had a subgroup analysis to detect the BRAF mutation that employed the same methods as our study. According to their results, the Sanger sequencing and allele-specific real-time PCR techniques yielded a 100% specificity, with a 45% and 32% sensitivity for each PCR-based method, respectively. Nonetheless, the IHC method resulted in a much lower specificity rate and a much higher sensitivity rate of 91% and 56%, respectively.
In the present study, 76 indeterminate thyroid nodules with FNAB were prospectively studied. We included patients in both the AUS and the SUS groups due to the significant relationship with PTC. We excluded cases of follicular neoplasm or suspicious for follicular neoplasm (FN/SFN), which were mainly composed of follicular variant of papillary thyroid cancer, follicular thyroid cancer, adenomatoid hyperplasia, and follicular adenoma. All the excluded cases have a negative, or a low, prevalence of BRAF mutations and low false-negative results.
The diagnostic value of the BRAF mutation in the cytologically indeterminate samples found in this present study by using the PCR-based technique was similar to that of Abbreviations: AUS, atypia of undetermined significance; NPV, negative predictive value; PPV, positive predictive value; SUS, suspicious for malignancy. 
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Pongsapich et al previous studies, having high specificity and low sensitivity, as shown in Table 2 . The high specificity and high PPV, as well as the acceptability of the testing accuracy, especially in the SUS group, indicate that the BRAF mutation might be useful not only to confirm a diagnosis of malignancy but also to decide the extent of the operation. In the AUS group, despite the high specificity and PPV, the low sensitivity made the BRAF mutation of limited value for clinical use. The application of a positive mutation for this test was utilized as a rule in test for malignancy, but negative mutation cases still remained in the indeterminate category. Other genetic mutations being explored for thyroid cancer include RET-PTC, PAX8-PPARγ rearrangements, and RAS point mutations. 30 Several panel tests for these common genes, such as the BRAF V600E mutation, have been developed for clinical application, but the costs-benefits need to be considered for each clinical setting. 31 Because of the limitation of molecular panel testing worldwide, the BRAF mutation should be used in preference to other mutations in centers with the appropriate laboratory facilities.
Apart from the PCR-based technique, which is the gold standard method for detecting the BRAF mutation, IHC has been introduced as an alternative method. Following the development of the monoclonal antibody, VE1, to direct against the BRAF mutant protein, IHC was used for the analysis of mutations from surgical pathology, with a good outcome of a high sensitivity and specificity reported by some studies. [32] [33] [34] The applications of IHC in the cytology materials from FNAB, or "immunocytochemistry" (ICC), were initially performed by Zimmerman et al 35 and Rossi and Schmitt.
11 Abbreviations: aJcc, american Joint committee on cancer; aUs, atypia of undetermined significance; SUS, suspicious for malignancy. Zimmerman et al 35 performed BRAF ICC with the VE1 clone on 55 FNAB cell blocks, which yielded good performance (sensitivity, 93.8%; specificity, 93.8%) compared to the ultra-deep sequencing for mutations. Another study by Rossi and Schmitt, 11 which evaluated BRAF ICC on liquidbased preparations, resulted in an 82% sensitivity and a 100% specificity, with a 72% NPV and a 100% PPV. Nevertheless, both studies were performed on the malignancy group (Bethesda VI). A recent retrospective analysis by Lee et al, 36 which included 42 cytologically indeterminate samples from a total of 202 liquid-based preparations, resulted in an 82.3% sensitivity for the VE1 clone and a 72% specificity, with a high false-positive rate, for the AUS group, compared with the BRAF mutation from histopathology.
In our study, IHC was also performed to detect the BRAF mutation from the indeterminate category of FNAB by using cell block preparations from the leftover specimen in the needles. With inadequate specimens for the cell block preparations, we could recruit only 20 of the 76 cases. The diagnostic values, demonstrated in Table 3 , show a lower specificity and a higher false positive (4/20 cases) than the PCR group.
However, the data were inconclusive due to the small population number available for analysis. The reasons for the relatively high nondiagnostic IHC results in our study may be because an inadequate number of representative tissues were obtained from the FNAB specimens. In the present study, to obtain the cytological material for IHC detection, we performed the FNAB only once. Moreover, those subjects in the cytologically indeterminate group had a smaller proportion of malignant cells than subjects in the malignancy group. We suggest that repeating the needle aspiration and keeping all the materials in the needle, not just the leftover, might give a better yield in the cell block staining.
From our study, we conclude that the detection of the positive BRAF mutation might be useful for making a decision to perform surgery instead of undertaking close follow-up in cases of a cytologically indeterminate category of thyroid FNAB. An additional usefulness is the decision for the extent of surgery (ie, a one-staged total thyroidectomy vs a two-staged surgery). Moreover, the PCR-based method was more effective than the ICC for the detection of the mutation when considering the detailed diagnostic value.
Another application is to use the BRAF mutation as a prognostic factor for thyroid cancer. In a large meta-analysis by Xing et al, 7, 10 the BRAF mutation was associated with higher recurrence and mortality rates of PTC. Another analysis by Liu et al 37 found that the BRAF V600E mutation correlated with a lower overall survival rate and aggressive histopathology features and clinical outcomes, including extrathyroidal extension, a higher TNM stage, lymph node metastasis, and a higher recurrence rate.
In our study, the BRAF mutation was detected in 13 of the 76 indeterminate nodules. Twenty-four patients with PTC and one patient with follicular carcinoma were eventually diagnosed from the surgical resection specimens. The mean follow-up time in our study for differentiated thyroid cancer patients was 32 months. Nonetheless, several histopathology and clinical outcomes in these patients were not significantly related to the BRAF mutation. The discordant results obtained from the preoperative FNAB and surgical histopathology may be due to different methods of detection or a distinct mutation rate. Thus, a refinement of the preoperative BRAF mutation method must be developed to ensure that the prognostic value of FNAB has the same yield as a standard surgical specimen.
The reclassification of some thyroid neoplasms as noninvasice follicular variant thyroid neoplasm with papillary-like nuclear features (NIFTP) had an impact on the malignancy rate in each diagnostic category. 13 In the 2017 Bethesda, 15 the rate of malignancy depended on the definition of NIFTP as equal, or not equal, to malignancy. In our study, the malignancy rate increased from 16.7% (NIFTP ≠ malignancy) to 20% (NIFTP = malignancy) in the AUS group. Nonetheless, there was no effect on the malignancy rate in the SUS group even though it tended to be high compared to the risk of malignancy in the 2017 Bethesda. Since NIFTP is most often associated with the indeterminate categories (AUS, FN/SFN, and SUS), 38 the permanent sections were reviewed using the definitions for diagnosis of NIFTP. Two cases were reclassified as NIFTP and confirmed by negative BRAF staining. In particular, many of the NIFTP cases were noted to have distinct molecular alterations that were related to RAS gene mutations, BRAF K601E mutations, and PPARγ and THADA gene fusions. [39] [40] [41] [42] Hence, the molecular diagnosis might be helpfully applied as another diagnostic criterion for confirmation of the NIFTP diagnosis and be of benefit to management planning.
limitations
There were some potential limitations of this study. First, the tissue for the molecular diagnoses may not have accurately represented the true site diagnosed as being an indeterminate nodule. This is because the FNAB was performed twice on the same nodule but on different occasions. In detail, the diagnostic FNAB was done in an outpatient setting, and only the cytologically indeterminate thyroid nodule was included.
Subsequently, the intraoperative FNAB was performed just before the incision for the BRAF mutation analysis. Second, since ultrasonography was not applied in all FNAB cases, we excluded incidental microcarcinoma detected in other benign diseases. Finally, there was no standardized grading system for the IHC of the FNAB specimens. Moreover, all the results were determined by only one thyroid cytopathological expert who was blinded to the PCR results.
Conclusion
In recent decades, several molecular panels have been developed to improve the diagnostic value of thyroid cancer. Most tests require sophisticated laboratory work that is not available worldwide. In addition, the costs-benefits of the commercial tests need to be individually assessed. Because of its high accuracy and specificity, the PCR-based BRAF mutation method is a reliable technique for PTC detection, and it could initially be used as the main molecular marker in a tertiary care hospital. Generally, the role of BRAF as a "rule in" test in the AUS is limited due to the low prevalence of cancer in this category. Nevertheless, the fact that the PCR-based BRAF mutation method has a 100% PPV means that a firm decision can be made to treat the disease as a malignancy. The method can also be used in selected cases, such as in response to a patient's preference or in the presence of high-risk ultrasound features. On the other hand, the BRAF mutation is beneficial in cases of SUS. With positive results and clinical indications, a total thyroidectomy is justified instead of two-staged surgery. The BRAF IHC had limited value in our study due to tissue inadequacy and low specificity. Technical refinement will still be needed for this technique. Our results showed no correlation of the cytological BRAF mutation with several adverse histopathology and clinical outcomes. As to NIFTP, the BRAF mutation was negative, and such a finding can be used as a supplementary criterion for diagnosis.
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